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AGENDA

• Who is Lightspeed and our Mission
• Listening and Learning Challenges in the Classroom
• Impact of Instructional Audio Solutions on Learning
• Process to set up a program in your chapter
• Questions
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The Lightspeed Way

Lightspeed is on a mission to help every student hear every word.

We envision a world where every student and every teacher can listen, learn, and 
share their voice. We strengthen the connection between teachers and students by 
creating instructional audio solutions that provide equal access to learning.

We have brought powerful instructional audio solutions to K-12 classrooms around 
the world for more than 30 years. Each product inspires communication and 
collaboration by delivering crystal-clear, low-volume and highly intelligible sound. 
Lightspeed offers solutions for several learning environments, including whole-
group and small-group instruction, as well as support for distance and hybrid 
classrooms.
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Our Solution

Sound Field Amplification 
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Instructional Audio



What is “Instructional Audio?”

Instructional Audio improves the listening 

and learning environment for teachers and 

students both inside and outside the 

physical classroom.



What is “Instructional Audio?”



Where does Instructional Audio make an impact?

• Whole-class instruction
• Student sharing and participation
• Small-group instruction
• Distance learning
• Technology integration
• Life-safety interface
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Engagement 
happens when all 
students can easily 
hear both voice & 
media anywhere in 
the classroom



Young children 
spend 75% of 
their school day 
in listening 
activities

75%
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Unfortunately, younger listeners can’t fill in the blanks
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30% of children grades K-3 
didn’t pass a 15dB hearing test

70% with MHL will suffer 
academic deficiency by 6th grade

Mild Hearing Loss 
is common, and 
impacts learning
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SOFT CONSONANTS

Vocal Frequency Range

Softer consonants drive intelligibility



• They spend 80% of the 
day talking

• 18% miss work each 
year due to voice issue

• Only 4.2% of US work 
force, but 20% of 
clients in voice clinics1

1 Texas Architects’ Knowledge and Attitude Regarding an ANSI Standard for 
Classroom Acoustics 

Teachers’ voice problems 
are on the rise



Self-contained
design, flat-panel 
speaker for even 
sound distribution 

WHOLE-CLASS AUDIO SYSTEM



Flexmike and Sharemike
• Flexmike is typically worn on a lanyard and used 

by the teacher or student

• Sharemike is a handheld microphone commonly 
used by students as a pass around microphone

• Both Microphones are charged in a single cradle 
charger each night for full 8 hour use the 
following day
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Redcat
Place on a table-top 
or wall mount

Media Connector
Wall mount or 
on teacher’s desk

Flexmike 

Computer / Tablet

Redcat in the Classroom



Using with Student Personal Device 
Basic Guide:
• Take transmitter from student’s personal assistive 

device and connect to the Redcat Audio Out jack 
on the side of the Redcat or the Audio Out Jack on 
the Media Connector

• Depending on the individual device you may need 
to add another device  to maintain certain 
features of the personal device.

• We are here to assist you with the integration of 
the Lightspeed Instructional Audio System with 
the Personal Assistive Listening Device.



500+ Systems Purchased by OH Quota Clubs

• QUOTA CLUB Massilon OH: 350+ Systems in past 10 years
• Over 100,000 students and teachers impacted in the past five years
• Work through School/Regional Audiologist for need and approval

• QUOTAL CLUB Wooster OH: 160+ Systems in past 10 years
• Over 30,000 students and teachers impacted in the last five years
• Over 30 applications submitted before process started for this year
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QUESTIONS

• CONTACT INFORMATION:
• Merri Bragg
• Merri.Bragg@lightspeed-tek.com

mailto:Merri.Bragg@lightspeed-tek.com
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